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ABSTRACT  

Based on the level of infection, the Avian Influenza (AI) virus can be grouped into 2 levels of infection, namely 

highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) and low pathogenic avian influenza (LPAI). The pathogenicity of AI 

viruses was determined by the amino acid sequence at the site of the hemaglutinin glycoprotein (HA) cleavage and the 

distribution of the host cell protease. Most of the low pathogenic AI viruses have monobasic amino acids in the 

cleavage site (PQKETR*GLF), whereas in highly pathogenic strains they have polybasic cleavage 

(PQGERRRKKR*GLF). Polybase cleavage sites that are identical to the polybase cleavage sites of HPAI were found 

in all H5N1 virus clades of Asia, Europe, and African countries. The results revealed that all AI virus isolates studied 

showed a repetition pattern of amino acids Arginine (R) and Lysine (K) in the cleavage site (cs). The alignment of the 

HA gene nucleotide sequences of AI virus isolates from quail with Genebank isolates that have been carried out 

shows that the genetic distance value between AI virus isolates subtype H5 originating from quail from Aceh province 

and comparison isolates from genebank is between 0.01-8.1%, with the homology ranges from 99.9% to 91.9%. 

Phylogenic tree analysis showed that all analyzed viruses generally formed three major clades, namely the Indonesian 

and Southeast Asian clades (clade 2), the Asian clade (clade 1), and clade 0 (A/goose/Guangdong/96). From this study 

it can be concluded that all AI virus isolates that developed in Aceh province were included in the highly pathogenic 

group, and were still included in clade 2.1.3. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Avian Influenza (AI) is carried by influenza virus 

type A, sub-type H5N1, which can cause influenza 

disease in poultry and domestic animals such as horses, 

pigs and also humans [1][2]. Influenza virus particles are 

enveloped, segmented and have a negative single strain 

of ribonucleid acid (ssRNA). AI viruses have bulges 

(spikes) that are used to attach to specific receptors on 

their host cells when infecting the cells. AI viruses have 

2 types of spikes, namely those containing hemagglutinin 

(HA) and those containing neuraminidase (NA), which 

are located in the outer portion of the virion [3].   

Based on the level of infection, AI virus can be 

catagorized into 2 levels of infection i.e. highly 

pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) and low pathogenic 

avian influenza (LPAI). The pathogenicity of AI viruses 

is determined by amino acid sequences in the cleavage 

site of hemagglutinin glycoprotein sites and the 

distribution of host cell proteases [4]. Each HA monomer 

is initially a precursor of a single polypeptide (HA0) 

which is cut into 2 subunits, HA1 and HA2. Proteolytic 

HA genes in the cleavage site are fundamental for viral 

infectivity. The cleavage site area of HA depends on the 

presence of basic amino acids (arginine: R) [5]. Most 

non-virulent or low pathogenic AI viruses have 

monobasic amino acids in the cleavage site 

(PQKETR*GLF) area, whereas highly pathogenic strains 

have polybasic cleavage (PQGERRRKKR*GLF). 

Polyibasic cleavage sites which are identical to HPAI 

cleavage sites are found in all other H5N1 clade 2 viruses 

in Asian, European and African countries [6]. 
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Since the beginning of the outbreak in 2003, the 

HPAI H5N1 subtype virus in Indonesia is included in 

clade 2.1 which is further divided into 3 subclades in the 

following order: 2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3. Subclade 2.1.2 

was largely isolated from birds infected with HPAI 

during the outbreak between 2004 and 2007. Subclade 

2.1.2 consists of viruses that infect poultry and humans, 

which were isolated mainly from Sumatra in 2004-2007. 

Subclade 2.1.3 consists of a series of viruses isolated 

from poultry and humans since 2004. Subclade 2.1.3 has 

become the most dominant in Indonesia, while subclades 

2.1.1 and 2.1.2 have decreased since 2005. Subclade 

2.1.3 has spread and become endemic in many provinces 

in Indonesia. The results of the evolution of the subclade 

2.1.3 have formed the new subclade, but are still 

included in the subclade 2.1.3 [7, 8]. 

Based on the background, this study was conducted 

to determine the pattern of amino acids in the cleavage 

site and phylogenetic regions of the AI H5N1 virus type 

that developed in Indonesia, especially in the province of 

Aceh in 2015.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

The samples of this study used four virus      isolates; 

3 H5N1 isolates of quails from Aceh and 1 H5N1 virus 

isolates Yogyakarta.       

2.1 RNA Extraction 

The isolation of RNA of the viruses from 

chorioalantoic fluid was carried out using a PurelinkTM 

micro-to-Midi total RNA purifacation system. Viral 

RNA isolation technique is carried out in accordance 

with standard procedures issued by the kit manufacturer 

(Invitrogen). 

 

2.2 Amplification of H5 Gene by RT-PCR  

Amplification of      H5 gene was carried out using 

primers designed in reference with nucleotide genome 

sequence of the avian influenza virus strain from Gen 

Bank with an access code (HQ677023.1). A pair forward 

primers and reverse primers are designed using a blast 

primer from NCBI. 

Amplification of H5 gene employed      one step RT-

PCR method. The steps were conducted to produce a 

master mix with a volume of 22.5 µl for one sample. In 

the beginning, A total of 1x buffer mix reaction with a 

volume of 12.5 µl was inserted into the tube and was 

added with 1 μl forward primer and 1 reverse primer 

specific to the H5 gene with a concentration of 10 

pmol/µl, respectively. Afterwards, the solution was 

added with 6.5 µl dH2O and 1 µl of the enzyme 

SuperscriptTM III One-Step RT-PCR Taq Polymerase. 

Finally, the master mix was added with 3 µl templates so 

that the total reaction volume for one sample was 25 µl. 

The PCR reaction mixture consisting of a master mix and 

a template is ready for amplification. 

2.3 Sequencing of Nucleotide Sequences 

One-step RT-PCR products were      sequenced from 

the H5 gene and the samples were sent in the form of 

cDNA. DNA sequencing is carried out enzymatically 

(Chaín termination reaction), with dye terminator cycle 

sequencing. Before sequencing, the PCR product must be 

purified. Purification is conducted to clean the PCR 

product from the remaining buffer and other reaction 

components.      

2.3 Analysis of Sequencing Results Data 

Sequencing results in the form of chromatograms 

were analyzed using the MEGA 6.06 software program. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Sequencing of H5 Genes of AI Virus Quail 

Isolates 

The results of RT-PCR amplification of H5 gene in 4 

samples of AI virus showed the magnitude of the 

amplicon at position 1,725 bp (Figure 1). Subsequently, 

the sequencing processes were implemented to the 

isolates. 

 

Figure 1 Electrophoresis results of RT-PCR H5 gene 

fragment at 1,725 bp position from 4 research samples 

which will be sequenced. M (marker): 100 bp; K (-): 

negative control; Q1, Q2, and Q4: samples from quails 

from Aceh; Q3: Quail sample from Yogyakarta; K (+): 

positive control. 

 

Sequencing results were then analyzed using Mega 

6.06 software, and alignment using Clustal W program. 

Sequencing analysis includes molecular identification of 

AI virus pathogenicity markers through Cleavage Site 
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Region (CSR) analysis, genetic distance analysis, and 

phylogenetic tree analysis. 

3.2 Cleavage Site Region (CSR) Analysis 

Analysis of multiple alignment of Clustal W program 

from MEGA 6.0 software towards the alignment of full-

length amino acids of HA AI virus quail isolates 

obtained 558 amino acids, which numbering follows the 

H5 numbering system [4]. All AI virus isolates examined 

showed the repetition of Arginine (R) and Lysine (K) 

amino acids in the cleavage site (cs) area. 

The results of the amino acid sequence alignment in 

the cleavage site area among AI virus isolates studied 

with comparative isolates from Genebank used in this 

study as a whole can be read in Table 1.  

Table 1. Multiple amino acid alignments upstream -11 to 

downstream +11 in the CSR (//) and Fusion site area 

Note: the amino acid position of the upstream position (-11) is 

calculated from the sign (//) towards the front, while the 

downstream position (+11) towards the back, the yellow color 

is the isolate under study, and the sign (-) indicates that the 

amino acid is experiencing deletion. 

The results of the alignment analysis of nucleotide 

and amino acid sequences on AI virus isolates from quail 

origin Yogyakarta Special Region Province also showed      
mutations in the cleavage site area. Mutations at the 

nucleotide level were observed in the upstream positions 

-1 and -2, where in this position there was deletion of 2 

nucleotide bases (2nd and 3rd bases) in the upstream -2, 

and deletion of the first base, and substitution of adenine 

(A) to become guanine (G) on the 3rd base at upstream -

1. Changes in the arrangement of the nucleotides at the 

upstream positions -1 and -2, causing deletion of 2 amino 

acids at these positions. This amino acid motif is in 

accordance with the research conducted by Srihanto 

(2014), where the AI virus from Lampung which was 

isolated between 2012 to 2013      from infected 

waterfowl, in the cleveage site area is composed of 

amino acids with the QRERRRKG pattern [9]. 

The amino acid cleavage site clade PQRERRRKR in 

Indonesia has the same pattern as clade 2.3.2 in cases of 

mass death of wild birds in Gengahai Lake, Qinghai 

Province, China in May-June 2009. This polybasic 

pattern shows clade 2.3.2 in Indonesia and China is 

H5N1. HPAI strains [8]. The amino acid composition at 

the isolate cleavage site was identical to the isolates from 

Vietnam [10, 11]. 

3.3 Analysis of the Genetic Distance of AI 

Viruses 

The results of the alignment of HA nucleotide genes 

of AI virus isolates from quails and isolates that already 

exist in genebank showed that the genetic distance 

between AI virus H5 subtype isolates from Aceh with 

comparative isolates from genebank is between 0.01-

8.1%, with homology between 99.9%-91.9%. Genetic 

distance between AI isolates of H5 subtype from quails 

from Aceh was also observed; ranging between 0.0% -

0.1%, with homology between 100% -99.9%. 

Comparison of full length genetic distance for HA genes 

between H5N1 subtype AI virus isolates from Quail 

from Aceh Province (Blue), and H5N1 subtype AI virus 

isolates obtained from Genebank is presented in Table 2. 

According to Lee and Saif, changes in nucleotides 

and amino acids will cause mutations in the AI virus [1]. 

In each year, it is known that the mean changes of 

nucleotides in AI viruses are 7.8 and 4.9 amino acids per 

1000 nucleotides in the HA gene [12]. Lee and Saif 

(2009) also stated that the high rate of changes / 

mutations will cause an increase in genetic drift caused 

by      nucleotide changes in the HA1 unit [1]. The 

changes      occur are due to evolutionary pressure as a 

viral response to the immune activity of the host [13]. 

3.4 Phylogenetic Analysis 

Phylogenetic analysis of 1,678 nucleotide bases of 

HA virus AI subtype H5 quail isolates as the result of 

this study      along with AI subtype H5N1 Indonesia and 

other comparative isolates from genebank are shown in 

Figure 2. Construction of phylogenetic trees was 

conducted using MEGA 6.0, Neighbor-Joining method 

with Kimura 2-parameter model and Bootstrapped 1000 

repetitions. 

Phylogenic tree analysis in Figure 2. showed that all 

viruses already studied, respectively, from three large 

clades: Indonesia and Southeast Asia (clade 2), Asian 

clade (clade 1) and clade 0 (A/goose/Guangdong/96). 

Virus clade 2, is further divided into subclades 2.1.1, 

Isolates Name 
The Order of Amino Acid in 

the Cleavage Site Area 

#A/Goose/Guangdong/1/96                       
#A/Quail/Aceh/ZH-2/2013_(H5)                        
#A/Quail/Aceh/ZH-3/2013_(H5)                        

#A/Quail/Aceh/ZH-5/2013_(H5)                        
#A/chicken/Riau/UT531/2010   
#A/Chicken/Indo/GKidul/1631-33/2006 

#A/Chicken/Indo/Kulon/1631-47/2006      
#A/chicken/Bantul/BBVW/678.443/2007           
#A/chicken/Sukoharjo/BBVW-1148-

07/2011 
#A/tree_sparrow/Indonesia/D10013/2010        

#A/chicken/SouthKalimantan/UT521/2010          
#A/Chicken/Medan/BBPV1-571/2005               
#A/Chicken/Pidie/BPPV1/2005                   

#A/Chicken/Langkat/BBPV1/576/2005             
#A/Quail/Yogyakarta/ZH-8/2014_(H5)                  
#A/duck/Sukoharjo/BBVW/1428.9/2012            

#A/duck/WestSulawesi_Polman/1018/2012         
#A/quail/Vietnam/CVVI-50/2014               
#A/Quail/Jakarta/JU1/2006                     

#A/quail/Korea/GC395/2011                           
#A/duck/Sleman/BBVW/1003-34368/2007 

TPQRERRRKKR//GLFGAIAGF
IE 
S....S.....//........... 

S....S.....//........... 
S....S.....//........... 
S....S.....//........... 

S....S.....//........... 
S....S.....//........... 
S....S.....//........... 

S....S.....//........... 
S....S.....//........... 

S....S.....//........... 
S..........//........... 
S..........//........... 

S..........//........... 
S........--//........... 
S........--//........... 

S........--//........... 
S........--//........... 
S........--//........... 

S........--//...........  
S..........//........... 
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2.1.2, and 2.1.3, which are AI virus isolates from poultry 

and humans circulating in Indonesia [14], as well as 

subclade 2.3.2 AI virus subtype H5N1 which is a new 

subclade in Indonesia [8]. Based on the study, the result 

indicated that the avian influenza outbreak which is still 

occurring in Aceh Province is caused by the same avian 

influenza virus subtype (Influenza A subtype H5) with 

the outbreak in 2004 to 2008 [15, 16]. 

Avian Influenza Virus (VAI) subtype H5N1 from 

various countries, phylogenetically separated into 2 

clades. Clade 1 is a virus isolated in poultry and humans 

in Cambodia, Thailand, Vietnam, Laos, South Korea and 

Japan in 2003-2004. Clade 2 is divided into 3 subclades. 

Subclade 1 is a virus from Indonesia in 2004-2006, and a 

Hong Kong isolate from 2003. Subclade 2 is a virus 

isolate from Russia, Turkey and the Middle East from 

2005 to 2006. Subclade 3 is an isolate from Laos, 

Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam in 2005 -2006 [17]. 

 

Tabel 2. Genetic Distance of Isolates of AI virus subtype 

H5 from Quail from Aceh with comparative isolates 

from genebank  

 
Isolate information: 

 
 

Based on the geographic location of Indonesia, the 

spread of the AI virus is grouped into 3 groups, namely 

group A, B, and C. Group A is      virus which      spread      
in areas of Java, West Timor, and Sulawesi. Group B 

covers the regions of Java, Bali, Flores, and West Timor, 

while group C viruses represent viruses from Java, 

Sumatra and Bangka [7]. 

 

Figure 2 Phylogenetic analysis of HA H5N1 AI virus 

Quail isolates from Aceh paired with other avian 

influenza viruses from The Genebank  

 

From phylogenetic analysis of the AI virus subtype 

H5 origin of Aceh, it is known that the virus isolates 

included into the sub-clade 2.1.3 is a different group of 

subtypes H5 AI virus coming from Aceh and Northern 

Sumatra in isolation in 2005 which is belong to the sub-

clade 2.1.2. Based on the geographical distribution of the 

subtypes H5 AI virus isolates quail origin of Aceh 

province in this study is included into the AI virus 

isolates of group C which still have a relationship and 

adjacency with the Java AI virus group.  

4. CONCLUSION 

From this study it can be concluded that all of AI 

virus isolates that developed in Aceh Province are 

included in the highly pathogenic group. The amino acid 

pattern of the virus at the cleavage site area is 

PQRESRRKKR// GLFGAIAGFIE, and it still included 

in clade 2.1.3. 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

1                

2 0.080               

3 0.081 0.001              

4 0.081 0.001 0.000             

5 0.063 0.060 0.061 0.061            

6 0.063 0.060 0.061 0.061 0.000           

7 0.063 0.061 0.062 0.062 0.013 0.013          

8 0.053 0.051 0.053 0.053 0.030 0.030 0.033         

9 0.072 0.045 0.046 0.046 0.054 0.054 0.057 0.043        

1
0 

0.069 0.041 0.042 0.042 0.048 0.048 0.051 0.038 0.014       

1

1 

0.069 0.041 0.042 0.042 0.048 0.048 0.051 0.038 0.014 0.007      

1

2 

0.068 0.039 0.040 0.040 0.048 0.048 0.050 0.038 0.014 0.007 0.007     

1

3 

0.049 0.048 0.050 0.050 0.027 0.027 0.030 0.020 0.044 0.036 0.036 0.036    

1

4 

0.047 0.067 0.069 0.069 0.046 0.046 0.048 0.036 0.062 0.056 0.056 0.054 0.032   

1
5 

0.049 0.067 0.068 0.068 0.045 0.045 0.046 0.039 0.060 0.055 0.055 0.054 0.033 0.013  

 

1 A/Goose/Guangdong/1/96(H5N1)   9 A/chicken/Sleman/BBVW-1908-12/2012(H5N1) 

2 A/Quail/Aceh/ZH-2/2013_(H5) 10 A/quail/Blitar/BBVW/790.05/2011(H5N1) 

3 A/Quail/Aceh/ZH-3/2013_(H5) 11 A/chicken/Sukoharjo/BBVW-1148-07/2011(H5N1) 

4 A/Quail/Aceh/ZH-5/2013_(H5) 12 A/tree_sparrow/Indonesia/D10013/2010(H5N1) 

5 A/chicken/Riau/UT531/2010(H5N1) 13 A/Chicken/Indonesia/GngKidul/1631-33/2006(H5N1) 

6 A/chicken/Central/Java/UT561/2010(H5N1) 14 A/Chicken/GunungKidul/BBVW/2006(H5N1) 

7 A/chicken/SouthKalimantan/UT521/2010(H5N1) 15 A/Chicken/Indonesia/Kulon/1631-47/2006(H5N1) 

8 
A/chicken/Bantul/BBVW/678.443/2007(H5N1) 
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